3) Subject/Predicate-Sequence (SP).
4) Confirmation of partner utterance by
stating the last two letters of the aircraft identification.
5 Abbreviation of high frequency phrases to short expressions: examples:
"will comply with" to "wilco" and "understood" to "roger".
6 Extension of easy misunderstood high frequency syntax particles, e.g."no"
to "negative" and "yes" to "positive" or "affirmative"
7 All dialogs should not contain more than six cycles (dialog cycles). 
LANGUAGE COMPONENTS AND THEIR TERMINO-LOGY

Content Units (meanings)
A natural language L n expression thesaurus can be split into a) a group of substantiva verba, and adjectiva 6 , , the SVAs and b) a group of syntagms (Fig. i) . If 
5.ANSWER SEARCH LOGIC FOR PREPARED ANSWERS (ASL)
Match Procedures MPs of KFCs:
According to 4.4, all potential KFCs are implemented as "twin-KFCs" in a twin-ROM. The implementation array is time-analoguos. As the input-KFCs appear also after the deuter-criterion age-value, a realtime MP will be quite simple. (Fig. 2) .
FIG, 2 SEQUENTIAL NETW, OF AT
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Components of the ASL
The main units consist of a) a ROM for twin-KFCs, b) a KFC-matcher as a comparator device to match input-KFCs with twinKFCs, and c) an AT (Fig, 3 ).
DEUTER STRING SYNTHESIZER DSS
Function of a DSS
According to function-and memory redundancies in ASLs, (Fig. 3 ), the units: 2) After an input-KFC is matched, the matched twin-KFC is activated as "the first deuter" in a triggered deuter sequence.
3) The length of the sequence will be limited from 3 to I0 deuter.
4) Each connected deuter in a triggered
deuter sequence is allocated with 2-3 seconds time, in which the adequate English utterance can be expressed by a speech synthesizer device.
5) The "switch thru connection" to neighbouring deuter in the deuter sequence continues only, after the English word of the last deuter is spoken out. More than expected, complex evaluations of nat. lang. phenomena were necessary for memory array purposes. Among them particularly the six deuter-criteria.
But also a sufficient familiarity with the applied thesaurus was necessary.
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